EURONAVAL launches the SEAnnovation 2022
call for applications
Paris, 30th March 2022

On Wednesday 30th March, Euronaval 2022, the world’s largest naval defence exhibition, which will be held in Paris Le-Bourget from 18th to 21st October 2022, is
launching its call for applications for SEAnnovation, the space dedicated to startups
and technologies of the future, in partnership with EOLOS

SEAnnovation, the EURONAVAL exhibition’s business incubator
Created in 2018, SEAnnovation is at the heart of the exhibition and aims to host and promote around
thirty French and foreign startups in a dedicated space animated by round tables, keynotes and pitches
over the four days.
All startups involved in technological innovation in the naval defence or dual-use sector, including vehicles
of the future, predictive maintenance, connectivity, cyber defence or artificial intelligence for navies, are
invited to apply.
The aim is to cover all areas of naval defence expertise. Once the call for applications has closed, at the
end of May, all the applications will be examined by the Euronaval board and a maximum of 36 startups
will be selected to exhibit at the exhibition under privileged conditions.

Enter into an ecosystem dedicated to innovation
For the selected startups, this is a unique opportunity to get to know the naval industry’s prime contractors, to meet naval officers and decision-makers from all over the world.
The SEAnnovation space, strategically located near the Ministry of Defence and GICAN stands, allows
startups to take advantage of the exhibition’s international visibility to develop their reputation.
SEAnnovation was one of the great successes of EURONAVAL 2018. The French President, Emmanuel
Macron, spent a long time at SEAnnovation to exchange with the startups during his visit to the exhibition.

Application form available from 30th March using this LINK

SEAnnovation key figures
·
·
·
·

36 startups expected
18 pitch sessions each day, i.e. 2 pitches per startup over the four days of the exhibition
129 official delegations from 64 countries present at the exhibition
25,000 professional visitors
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